
2019 Public Advocate Candidate Questionnaire 

Completed questionnaires will be public documents available on our website, so 
put your best foot forward. If we ultimately hold an endorsement vote in your 
race, your questionnaire will be circulated to our membership before the vote. 

Candidate name Benjamin Yee 

Preferred campaign contact: 
name, email address, phone 
number (we won’t publish this) 
What New York City civic and 
political organizations are you 
involved with? 

● Manhattan Young Democrats
● New Kings Democrats
● You Matter Nation
● Manhattan Democratic County Committee
● New York State Democratic Committee
● Downtown Independent Democrats
● Village Independent Democrats
● New Queens Democrats
● Local Dems NY
● Bronx Progressives
● NYPAN
● Staten Island Women Who March
● The Arena
● JFREJ
● Yee Family Association

How long have you lived in 
NYC? In what neighborhoods? 

I have lived in NYC my entire life except for four years of college, which I attended at 
the University of Michigan and London School of Economics. I have lived in: 

● Prospect Heights (before it was called Prospect Heights)
● Chelsea
● SoHo
● Lower East Side
● East Village
● Sunset Park

What have you accomplished in 
public life that you are most 
proud of? 

In 10 years of activism across all five-boroughs, I am easily most proud of my 
successes in opening our political system, getting more people engaged and making 
them feel like they can make a difference.  

This is really the culmination of many small efforts, though. So, of the specific 
programs I have run, I would say one of two: 

● Helping hundreds of people run for County Committee over the past 10 years
and successfully pushing my home County of Manhattan to adopt the most
transparent policies in NYC such as putting up the first County Party website
and livestreaming all of their meetings from the official Party Facebook page.

● Teaching civics to over 4,000 people in the last two years and watching many
of them go on to start or join organizations in their communities; including
things they’d never heard of like County Committee and Community Board.

Name a current/past city elected 
official you admire, and tell why. 

Gale Brewer, for three reasons: 

1. Gale has boundless energy and a deep respect for community. She attends
every single event she can possibly make, whether she’s carrying just her
phone or 20 pounds of paper briefings. She does this because she
understands how important it is to see and be a part of the organizing



community. While running from event to event can mean you don’t get to 
spend a lot of time with groups, she spends as much time as she can and it 
has kept her from losing touch with people she serves and the organizers who 
make up NYC’s vibrant civic life. 
 

2. She has an incredibly keen mind which is put to the benefit of her 
constituents. Her appetite for policy is prodigious and, while she has an 
abundance of experience in government, she doesn’t let it bind her in. Gale is 
always looking for new, innovative ideas, new technologies and new ways to 
improve how government works; despite being acquainted and comfortable 
with how it operates now. 
 

3. She is independent and true to good government values. As long as I have 
known Gale she has always said and stood up for what she believes. If you 
ask her a question, she gives you a forthright answer. If you present her a 
problem, her solution is not just reliably the correct one, but the right one. 

 
If Gale Brewer had entered this race for Public Advocate I would have been happy to 
sit it out. 
 

The Public Advocate (PA) does 
not have clearly defined powers 
and responsibilities, compared 
to other executive positions. 
Name one way Letitia James (or 
a previous PA) has been 
effective. 

The bad landlord’s list and ensuing lawsuits it enabled are probably the most effective 
thing the Public Advocate’s office has done since its creation. It demonstrated how the 
offices resources could be used to take concrete steps towards addressing a serious 
issue for New Yorkers. 
 
That said, the focus on suing landlords over violations does not do an adequate job 
addressing systemic issues in our city. Along with the three programs I propose for 
supporting community empowerment and breaking down barriers to politics and 
government (see next question), I also plan to expand the Public Advocate’s litagotory 
actions to other actors. For example, a Board of Elections that purges voters and 
mishandles elections, employers who routinely steal wages from New York's most 
vulnerable and hardest working populations, political Parties which disenfranchise 
elected Party representatives and a city government which fails to enforce 
concessions made by big developers to communities. 
 

How have previous PA’s missed 
opportunities to influence city 
leadership? 

Right now, our politics are controlled by insider interests. As a result, New Yorkers are 
left out of their own government, their own communities and their own city. 
 
I think every previous PA has failed to come up with any real ideas for how to use the 
office to build leverage for communities that would create real changes in political and 
electoral outcomes; and therefore pressure on the city’s elected officials. 
 
Functionally an office with limited power and budget, the Public Advocate has 
traditionally lacked the ability to do anything truly substantive for New Yorkers. Instead 
it's functioned as a tax-payer funded campaign for the next mayor. 
  
I'm running to do four simple things our city government should have been doing all 
along to empower the people of New York. 
 

I. Provide a program of citywide civic education, modeled off of the popular 
workshops I've taught, which make the full system of democracy accessible. 
Not just the bits current leaders feed you. 
 

II. Build tools to give communities leverage in civic processes. Including a 
Political 311 so you have a place to call when you need to find out who's 
making a decision for your community and how to reach them. This will allow 
New Yorkers to bridge the gap between those who have specific issues and 
those organizing to solve them. I know not everyone can make a civics 
training, but everyone has problems which they need civics to solve. The 



government owes people answers. 
 

III. Build leverage for bottom up,  community driven city planning. Right now, City 
Hall forces communities to react to proposals it then speeds through approval. 
The Public Advocate should use its resources to bring these community 
forums from all over the city to together to work on unified visions on key 
issues. Then it should use its power to support plans which have buy in from 
all communities in the city. Including holding hearings on agencies which 
disregard them and introducing legislation to enact their decisions.  If our civic 
institutions - like Community Boards, Education Councils and local advocates 
- were united in a proactive vision of New York’s future, elected officials would 
have to reckon with their plan. No elected wants to upset every community at 
once; not a mayor and certainly not any Council Member who wants to be 
Mayor. 
 

IV. Investigate and provide legal support to sue bad actors  threatening our civic 
systems. For example:a Board of Elections that purges voters and mishandles 
elections, employers who routinely steal wages from New York's most 
vulnerable and hardest working populations, political Parties which 
disenfranchise elected Party representatives and a city government which fails 
to enforce concessions made by big developers to communities. 

 
NYC faces problems with no 
immediate or obvious solutions 
that require balancing needs of 
many stakeholders. Name one 
“hard problem” and describe 
how you’d help solve it. 

Land use is easily one of the the top three issues facing New Yorkers. It determines 
our stock of affordable housing, the placement of homeless shelters, where schools go 
and so many other integral factors of New York’s social fabric. 
 
Our communities in New York understand that there are many challenges facing the 
city. They also understand that many of them depend on how we choose to use our 
land, and that those choices impact the character and makeup of our neighborhoods. 
As a result, they often have ideas for how they could do their part and what they would 
like in return from City Hall and other communities.  
 
My plan for addressing the pressing needs of New York comes back to the four 
programs I plan to run which breakdown participation in city government and empower 
communities in city decision making. In particular, my third program, which brings 
together civic institutions like community boards, will be an important part of building 
leverage for plans which are acceptable to New Yorkers and engage stakeholders.  
 
In the example of land use, one of the major pain points in addressing any major 
issues is that changes foisted upon communities by City Hall are often opposed by 
communities. A a result elected leaders regularly override the will of residents, cutting 
deals among politicians as to who receives upzoning, or where jails or homeless 
shelters will be placed. This allows for a divide and conquer strategy where 
communities which are not targeted turn a blind eye to what happens in other 
communities, grateful they dodged the bullet. 
 
As Public Advocate, I would create and resource groupings of civic institutions, 
starting with Community Boards. These groupings, first at the neighborhood level, then 
Borough level, then city level, would develop proactive development plans for their 
communities. This process would allow multiple stakeholders to participate and allow 
communities to openly and transparently trade over their priorities. In a real life 
conversation, a group in the Rockaways suggested a program like this would allow 
their community to offer to take the men’s shelter Bayside vehemently opposes in 
exchange for that community’s support of the Queens Link. 
 
When communities can engage the public and each other to create a proactive vision 
of development, we have a much better chance of building a plan communities will 
accept. And one which will actually address the issues and priorities in their area. 
Furthermore, when communities present a united front, disregarding their priorities 



becomes significantly more difficult for politicians. Citywide electeds need to contest 
with a citywide coalition and local politicians hoping to move up are now forced to at 
least consider New York City as a whole, instead of their own parochial interests. 
 
Our communities and civic institutions are merely advisory to city decision making, our 
elected representatives are the ones empowered to cast the votes. But our political 
system has veered away from community input and in order to solve any problem we 
need a Public Advocate which can think effectively about collaborative decision 
making and building political power for the disenfranchised. 
 
Finally, this model of coalition building and proactive politics isn’t unique to land-use, it 
is an organizing philosophy which can empower communities and civic institutions on 
any issue. The four programs I plan to run are based on a badly needed theory of 
change for how to move New York City from an inequitable top down political model to 
one of community driven problem solving. 
 

What are the top three issues 
you would focus on as PA? 
Have you drafted any legislative 
proposals? 
 

There are many pressing issues for New York. What’s more, many of the candidates 
are good on many of those issues. I think the most important issue for the Public 
Advocate, then, is to answer the question of how they would make the office relevant 
to solving those problems and empowering communities so the solutions reflect the 
needs of city residents. To that end, my key issues are: 
 

1. Improving our democracy through empowering community voices 
2. Building programs which break down barriers to political, governmental and 

bureaucratic engagement by New Yorkers 
3. Focusing the litagatory work of the office on systemic bad actors which corrupt 

our political systems and decision making processes 
 
But I don’t want to duck this question. The key issues which would be the first priority 
to address by programs like the ones I have outlined are: 
 

1. Land use 
2. Education inequity and inequality 
3. Environmental and resiliency issues so we all have a place to live 

 
What metrics should we use to 
evaluate your success as PA? 

Each program I plan to run will have its own metrics of success. It should must be 
mentioned that the term of the whoever fills the Public Advocate’s role by Special 
Election will only have a few months before a general election for the office is held in 
November 2019. As a result, the metrics may seem incomplete because they are 
designed for a term which is less than a year long. 
 
Citywide Civics Curriculum 

1. Number of civics workshops held in each borough 
2. Percentage of workshop attendees who: 

a. were not previously involved in civic activity who take at least one new 
action as a result of the workshop 

b. OR percentage of attendees who were previously involved and rate 
the workshops as helpful to their work 

 
Political 311 

1. Creation of a platform which can successfully accept questions by email, text, 
chat or phone messages and return an answer within 36 hours. 

2. Number of people affirmatively connected with civic institutions and/or elected 
officials in their community 

 
Community based city planning 

1. Convening of neighborhood and borough conferences of civic institutions 
(starting with Community Board pilot) 

2. Public gathering and posting of Community Board priorities across the city 



3. Clear and reasonable plans for a citywide gathering 
 
Expanding the litigatory and watchdog focus 

1. Maintaining the bad landlord’s list 
2. Beginning a list of employers who commit wage theft 
3. * There will be no new litigation started in the Special term as almost no case 

could successfully be brought within that time frame. 
 

Do you see yourself as working 
mostly in partnership with Mayor 
DeBlasio, or in opposition? 

I will work in partnership with communities. Whether the Mayor is aligned with 
community interests and a sustainable long-term vision for New York City will be the 
determinants as to whether I am a partner or an adversary. 
 

What city agencies do you think 
are most in need of oversight 
from this office?  
 

Buildings, city planning and NYPD. 

What changes in powers of the 
PA should be made in the City 
Charter? What’s your response 
to calls for elimination of the PA 
position? 

Calls to eliminate the office are based on an amorphous nature and the fact that it has 
almost no responsibility. Without any clear mandate or authority, it is the perfect 
launchpad for a politician who wants to progress to higher office as it provides a 
unique opportunity to agree with everyone but take responsibility for nothing.  
 
It is almost impossible to dislike a Public Advocate because they are always fighting 
with you until the Mayor or City Council gets in the way - and then they share your 
pain. 
 
In order to make the Public Advocate a better position it must be given more definition 
and actual responsibility so voters can judge whether their representative in the role is 
effective. I suggest: 
 

● Giving the PA subpoena power to empower it to conduct serious 
investigations and oversight 
 

● Moving the Department of Investigations from the Executive Branch to the 
Public Advocate to empower an independent watchdog and eliminate conflicts 
of interest within the Executive 
 

● Moving the new Civic Engagement Commission from the Executive Branch to 
the Public Advocate and better defining the CEC’s role as an institution to pilot 
ideas for ensuring community voices are heard in city decision making. Like 
Investigations, this will move to the power of the Commission to an elected 
who has an incentive to do the work and prevent conflicts of interest. 

 
Should the PA have subpoena 
power? 

Yes 

What is your position on 
Amazon HQ2? What would you 
do for people of Long Island City 
and nearby if the project goes 
forward? 

There have been a lot of heated words over this so let’s break down the components: 
  
Non-discretionary: $1.3B 
New York City runs a series of tax credit programs to incentivize certain types of 
business development. These have been in effect for years and, while they weren’t 
necessarily passed with Amazon in mind, they were both recently extended. Amazon 
will be taking advantage of two: 
  

● $897 million from the city’s Relocation and Employment Assistance Program 
(REAP) 
 

● $386 million from the Industrial & Commercial Abatement Program (ICAP) 
  
The ICAP program which is meant to encourage commercial construction outside 
popular Manhattan areas and has been extended to 2022.  

https://u3662949.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/click?upn=NDfXN-2FfLlwpUB6SzOchIKeZHanBQbnphMhfaDfxn-2Fo-2BpVTxdhGL8VZGr0uNld3a3jz4YvCytKQUK-2FM3q64dqpjiizBC5ocw9juwBEVBFUN1EoLcSkiiF6I2NQ3vm3-2F1AQXfpv6vaub-2BiycsDNx61mVDNX-2FnAnFBDsSkm-2Fn2N28PU4y8W-2Fa9s6EtNvZpV4xPuPru0BEchOKzk33HHMiVoFQ5dEu2KSposKIhz9UxAHBtPukXdDX1QQ-2BV9VCe7HENG1kFUTwiFAS5dS6QAqEoStg-3D-3D_NaPokBKDPJM6VBDU2PDBCbzmEZ3k1vQEtMimGuZyM7BbZiRGk8FEjL8vDnIWrD5-2BU68wph7cd3tGxPKVi7zn-2F8u2zXxdhAY-2F3TTKYA-2Fqb7ANjJjDzbfmWOsgKbIdxv7mo3jbsQ6rOsscuQK2V-2FjHsNeQbXGwy-2BbGt8Aj5auPc5pcX8xlqR-2BhHKWNhOfpY1T-2F7lKPNq9Pm-2FW5416up7KWkEUM3sE1W3Kj53k567nvQrBUuw4KLutc3bq-2BXKAY9C6K1VnmVhWUxWBdWS332kw5nx2QBIocYdsejPxSTxx5g4UOFwaxpMbKAMKya5rOI5Oc1wjWMtzIPy-2FYOPeH2enuqEMuK6ZTLfq5S2JA6HImWf4rjiWlxO5Jr3HzXGeeokNEfSqvnLciLn4UjT4IN3MBp95xykW8G1OQQ70T-2BGJxrKpvHdpp8cBOyyUJxxlnNuvpSXCCUcZ3phsSs0lXWnJt6iNodEvkncfWcChLJ2RxA0b6ega-2F14vefl8Iq6ctdLwSAYKAk96E5CtChrwy41JKaLXXCkhq9dQ0dk4T9p5E1egBCwc8KUbOmjZ3xOXAGLUz
https://u3662949.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/click?upn=NDfXN-2FfLlwpUB6SzOchIKeZHanBQbnphMhfaDfxn-2Fo-2BpVTxdhGL8VZGr0uNld3a3jz4YvCytKQUK-2FM3q64dqpjiizBC5ocw9juwBEVBFUN1EoLcSkiiF6I2NQ3vm3-2F1AQXfpv6vaub-2BiycsDNx61mVDNX-2FnAnFBDsSkm-2Fn2N28PU4y8W-2Fa9s6EtNvZpV4xPuPru0BEchOKzk33HHMiVoFTROrcdy8kWbIAHd-2FqiUHL-2BSNKpC7uVz0pJLISJvScRWO4QXO793v6pr-2FqMcLd4Dz-2F1xylM1bvBaiLmDAYz0Dc2AEhqhJhe0FJsrrrGE1qAbxAg99itnbG3CYnDHFu1ViluTg3WeILzOdkTjhqgb6lw-3D_NaPokBKDPJM6VBDU2PDBCbzmEZ3k1vQEtMimGuZyM7BbZiRGk8FEjL8vDnIWrD5-2BU68wph7cd3tGxPKVi7zn-2F8u2zXxdhAY-2F3TTKYA-2Fqb7ANjJjDzbfmWOsgKbIdxv7mo3jbsQ6rOsscuQK2V-2FjHsNeQbXGwy-2BbGt8Aj5auPc5pcX8xlqR-2BhHKWNhOfpY1T-2F7lKPNq9Pm-2FW5416up7KWkEUM3sE1W3Kj53k567nvQrBUuw4KLutc3bq-2BXKAY9C6K1VnmVhWUxWBdWS332kw5nx2QBIocYdsejPxSTxx5g4UOFwaxpMbKAMKya5rOI5Oc1wjWMtzIPy-2FYOPeH2enuqEMuK6ZTLfq5S2JA6HImWf4rjiWlxO5Jr3HzXGeeokNEfSqvnLciLn4UjT4IN3MBp4XdeFnidkYjN15kTpbRAZPPuF4QoWOj7wh4jWPOO-2BFM2v7fcJBzwidQTa7VvvE8DyPuOHO-2B-2Bo445uXs8i4TvHXL-2FdDCgo-2BKHvLaJeqFkqeyrZGfjS3biLBQ7oIgs4dgrzox5wQy4sSFgXH8WehEuxRani9sed7uy-2FvdmHShzrMP


  
REAP, which encourages companies to move jobs to outer boroughs (including from 
Manhattan)  has been in effect since 2005 and was recently extended as well. 
  
These programs are open to any business meeting the published guidelines and 
Amazonis no exception. If these were the only credits Amazon received, it might be 
possible to make the case the city’s incentive program was actually working. 
Unfortunately, the discretionary part muddy’s the deal entirely. 
  
Discretionary: $1.5B 
Over half of Amazon’s benefits are coming from special offers made by the city and 
State. They are: 
  

● $505 million in capital grants to build a new facility 
● $1.2 billion in State Excelsior credits. These credits are tied to job creation 

goals. Nonetheless, it means for every dollar Amazon spends on wages, it 
receives 6.85 cents in kickbacks.  

  
Beyond the simple tax subsidies, Amazon is also getting: 
  

● State takeover of the land involved in HQ2 through the General Project Plan 
(GPP). This permits the state to evade the City Council’s jurisdiction, avoid 
NYC’s land review process and allows for even weaker community input 
requirements. 
 

● A Payment In Lieu of Taxes (PILOT) program. Since the State will own the 
land, the city won’t see any tax revenue from property tax. Hence the PILOT. 
The city estimates payments of $600M over 40 years; or roughly $15M a year. 
Half of these payments to PILOTS will go to the city while the other half will be 
allocated to infrastructure projects with community input. 
 

● A helipad which will be allowed to operate 120 days per year. 
 

What New Yorkers get: 
The city doesn’t get nothing out of this deal. It’s just not much considering $3B price 
tag and that the government can’t seem to find $25B to fix NYCHA or the $19B to 
repair the subway. 
  

● $850,000 annually in rent according to inflation rates. 
● $5M a year from Amazon, the city and State for tech training programs. 
● 25,000 jobs with an average salary of $150,000 and an estimated return of 

$27.5B in taxes over 20 years. 
● A new school built by Amazon. 

  
Assuming the government estimates are correct, this deal offers a 9:1 payoff - 
potentially the highest. However, this must be reconciled with the fact that the existing 
infrastructure around Long Island City is already extremely taxed. LIC is the fastest 
growing neighborhood in the nation, it’s single subway line, the 7, is at capacity and 
the signals fail regularly. 
  
While the estimated return may sound fantastic (assuming it’s accurate), the extra 
burden on the community will invariably lead to new infrastructure costs, eating into 
the value of the deal. 
  
Verdict on the deal 
Despite a bidding war that consumed the entire country, Amazon chose two of the 
most expensive localities for its HQ2 - NYC and Washington, D.C. (ok, Crystal City, 
VA. But it’s the DC area). Arguably their decision was driven less by deals and more 
by their business objectives. 



  
For D.C., that means being close to the nation’s political capital (and near founder Jeff 
Bezos). Amazon is a powerhouse and its decision to locate near DC reflects its 
political goals, not its cheap land goals. 
  
For NYC, that means being close to the nation’s financial and media capital. Amazon, 
and Amazon Prime Video in particular, are expanding. The access to financial, media 
and tech talent in NYC is unrivaled in the rest of the country. 
  
Finally, for both places, the type of people who work for Amazon want to be in great 
cities. In the great competition for talent between the tech giants, that matters. Quality 
of life matters. And ultimately, the decision on where to locate is more than just a 
number crunching game. 
  
For our political leaders and their unwillingness to play any kind of hard ball on behalf 
of New Yorkers (considering $1.2B was already on the table, no questions asked), 
both Andrew Cuomo and Bill DeBlasio see themselves as contenders for the 
Presidency. Each executive bending over backwards to give something to Amazon 
isn’t to make New Yorkers happy, it’s to cultivate powerful and wealthy backers for the 
future. 
  
In the end, if Amazon wants to locate in NYC because it’s the greatest city on earth, 
that makes sense. But in the long run, successful companies and good jobs are 
attracted by high quality of life, like any other resident. Reducing the friction of 
business and living can be as much a benefit (including financially) as any tax break. 
That means things like functioning public services, reliable transportation and a highly 
educated population. Providing these elevates not just our businesses but our 
residents, too. Trading simple cash to woo companies at the expense of them is 
simply bad policy. 
 
What to do for the community 
Not surprisingly, I go back to my four programs. They are designed to empower 
community involvement in city decision making and this precisely what that community 
needs; especially if Amazon is allowed to move in. Organizing and providing extra 
resources in the form of staff support, bureaucratic knowledge and research will be 
critical to allowing the civic institutions to stand up for its needs.  
 
Bringing into conversation with surrounding communities will give it the opportunity to 
build leverage for concessions from the city/State, allow it to potentially reach deals 
with neighboring communities to find shared amenities and allow it share its 
experiences with others who might face similar situations in the future. 
 
Finally, I haven’t mentioned the bully pulpit, that doesn’t mean being vocal and 
speaking out about the problems a community faces has no impact. As Public 
Advocate I would be unearthing and highlighting the issues Amazon’s move creates 
for the community to build political pressure to solve them. 
 

PA special election is 
non-partisan. Do you see 
yourself as a Democrat, or 
would you consider running as a 
member of another party in the 
future? 

In the two party system our electoral laws encourage I am definitely a Democrat. If 
third Parties were legitimate options, I might have to start my own Party since I’m in 
the left-of-center reform community; only half of which our local Democratic Party does 
a decent job representing. 
 
So, to directly answer the question given the current system, I am solidly a Democrat. 
 

What reforms would you 
advocate for in the local and 
state Democratic party? 
 

Transparency reforms such as: 
● livestreaming meetings and making video archive available to the public 
● publishing of County Committee, District Leader and State Committee 

member lists with some form of contact solution for each 
● publishing of County and State Party leadership with contact for all members 



of leadership 
● mandatory websites which outline the Party structure, role of each position 

and how they are selected 
 
Good governance reforms such as: 

● professional or third party parliamentarians at all full meetings of County and 
State Committee meetings 

● binding arbitration, paid for by the Party with the arbitrators selected by a 
sub-committee of the County Committee with equal representation of each 
AD, when a professional or third party parliamentarian deems the Party to 
have violated its own rules to substantive impact 

 
What is your base of support in 
a citywide election? Describe 
the coalition that gives you a 
path to victory. 

There are three different types of voter affinities - geographic, ideological and identity. 
I see my path in each as being: 

● Geographic: Lower manhattan, specifically my close relationships with 
organizers and voters AD 66 and 65 
 

● Ideological: Progressive reformers and the new activists who are trying to 
break into politics. Specifically, my close relationship with like minded 
organizers along the UWS and UES of Manhattan, Brooklyn reform groups, 
and the thousands of activists throughout the city who participated in my Civic 
Workshops. 
 

● Identity: Jewish voters (I’m the only Jewish candidate). Asian voters (while 
there are two Asian candidates, other ethnic constituencies have far more 
competition among far more candidates). 

 
With a large number of candidates in what is a likely to be a  low turnout race, these 
sorts of high information, highly dedicated constituencies will be the difference 
between victory and defeat. 

How much money have you 
raised? What are your major 
sources of campaign funds? Are 
there any types of donors you 
won’t accept contributions from? 

I have about $15K cash-in-hand and another $40K in commitments which people have 
pledged to help raise. 
 
My only source of campaign funds is from grassroots contributors and my goal is to 
reach matching funds. A few people; such as very close friends and my father and 
brother, have given $1K-$2k. 
 
Anyone that wants to make a contribution of $10-$200 is fine with me (many people 
round off the $175 matchable limit). Donations above that I will not accept from PACs 
or lobbyists. 

What endorsements have you 
received from publications, 
elected officials, community 
leaders, or political 
organizations? 

I have received several endorsements from District Leaders in Manhattan; including 
Paul Newell, Vittoria Farrielo, Kim Moscaritolo, Dennis Gault and Marisa Redanty. 
 
I hope to earn the support of multiple political clubs (including NKD!) but I will have to 
wait to see how they vote.  

What is one fun fact about you? A wrote a James Comey version of Secret Agent man which I sing at karaoke 
sometimes. Also, I’m really good at Tai Chi. 

 

I have reviewed this questionnaire and agree that the responses set forth in this document are accurate: 
 

Candidate Signature: ___________________________________________         Date: ____12/14/18______ 

You must sign this questionnaire! When complete, please e-mail your signed and scanned 
questionnaire to politics@newkingsdemocrats.com and info@newkingsdemocrats.com  
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